Registering Edge Codes with Reports NSF Has Previously Received

If a manufacturer has already authorized NSF to receive a report, then it’s easy to register new edge codes which use that formulation. Or, if a manufacturer needs to remove one of its edge codes from the listing, then this method can remove it.

This method can only be used if NSF has already received the test report from the test lab.

1. Manufacturer completes the Edge Code Modification Form. This tells NSF what edge codes to add and/or remove from the current list of registered edge codes.

2. NSF reviews the submitted Form to ensure the requested additions/removes can be performed.

4. NSF submits self-certification form to Manufacturer with new edge codes.

5. Manufacturer completes/signs self-certification form and submits it to FrictionMaterial@nsf.org.

6. NSF finishes the registration process and publicly posts the required information.